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ICUs = Many Screens Doctors Need to Assess Acuity Quickly Many Screens = Lots of Data

Modeling Clinical Signals

Estimating Signal in Traumatic Brain Injury Patients Mortality Prediction Using Clinical Progress Notes

Projection to Latent Space Incorporating Text Data

New Techniques Are Needed to Understand Evolving Clinical Signals

 Modeling Noisy, Sparse, Irregularly Sampled Clinical Data

Successful Clinical Case Studies with Two Datasets from ICU Patients

A modern ICU is packed with 
many di�erent monitoring de-
vices, yielding noisy, sparse, ir-
regularly sampled datasets.

High quality clinical care depends on the ability to combine heteroge-
neous clinical data to understand the severity of illness (acuity) in pa-
tients, and this has immediate practical use for clinicians.

But this requires scanning days of signal data, thou-
sands of lab values, and dozens of notes. Heterogeneous data sources and types create large, messy, siloed relational databases.

We use MTGPs to model the movements between and within multiple 
signals. This transforms a variety of irregularly-sampled clinical data 
into a new latent space using the MTGP hyperparameters.

A sample function 
with 4 tasks. Tasks 1 
and 2 were correlated; 
4 was anti-correlated 
with 1 and 2; and 3 
was uncorrelated.

STGP predictions on 
all tasks. Mean abso-
lute prediction error 
(over the 4 tasks) 
doesn’t use signal in-
teraction.

MTGP predictions on 
all tasks. Predictions 
improved by taking 
into account the cor-
relation between the 
di�erent tasks.

θ provides a new latent search space to examine and evaluate the similarity of any two given 
multi-dimensional functions. We use the squared exponential kernel, so each signal’s θ 
govern the function input/output scale, and the inter- signal θ correspond to the correlation 
between the di�erent outputs.

We perform a pre-projection step where clinical notes are trans-
formed into timeseries using Latent Dirichlet Allocation; the new 
set of topic proportion timeseries are �tted using the MTGPs; in-
ferred hyperparameters θ are derived, projecting into the new 
latent space.

ICP and ABP data were collected from 35 TBI patients 
who were monitored for more than 24-hours in a 
Neuro-ICU.

Our goal was to forecast the MAP and ICP signals as 
well as estimate cerebrovascular pressure reactivity 
(PRx) using the correlations between ICP and MAP, 
even in the presence of missing data. Continuous as-
sessment of PRx was not previously done with any 
data gaps, even though it is an important indicator of 
secondary brain damage and mortality.

The MTGP model provided better results than single- 
task GP models for signal interpolation and forecast-
ing (0.91 vs 0.69 RMSE), and was able to estimate the 
interaction between the two signals.

We performed LDA, and chose the 9 topics 
with a posterior likelihood above or below 
5% of the population baseline likelihood 
across topics. The topics we learned did a 
reasonable empirical job of stratifying in- 
hospital mortality.

Using MTGP hyperparame-
ters as additional classi�ca-
tion features also gave us 
improved results for mor-
tality prediction (0.812 vs 
0.788 AUC).

Source code at:
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~davidc/ pub-
lications_MTGP.php

A Multivariate Timeseries Modeling Approach to Severity of Illness Assessment and 
Forecasting in ICU with Sparse, Heterogeneous Clinical Data

These parameters are:
1.  a means of representing the functional behavior
2.  a set of observations learned directly
from data; and
3.  generalizable to any type of longitudinal
data, including categorical and numerical types

B) Smoothed MGTPsA) Topic Proportions

C) Hyperparameter Features

We scanned the notes of 10,202 patients with 313,461 notes.
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liver, renal, hepatic, ascites, dialysis

thick, secretions, vent, trach, resp

remains, family, gtt, line, map

increased, temp, hr, pt, cc 

intubated, vent, ett, secretions, propofol

name, family, neuro, care, noted

cabg, pain, neuro, care, noted

chest, pneumothorax, tube, reason, clip

pain, co, denies, oriented, neuro

Renal Failure

Respiratory infection

Systematic organ failure

Multiple physiological changes

Respiratory failure

Discussion of end-of-life care

Cardio-vascular surgery

Responsive patient
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